Focused Build Agile Installation Service for SAP Solution Manager 7.2

Service Description

This configuration service makes your SAP Solution Manager 7.2 ready to use for Focused Build. Additionally, validation with the core project team will be done to work out the needs and the requirements and build up the prototype process.

Effort and Outcomes

Setup / Config of non-prod System (e.g. Sandbox)

- Focused Build Master Note implementation and customizing. Also the configuration of the Test Suite
- Execution of first training/enabling session for Project Managers, Developers, Team Members which using the Focused Build specific processes

Trainings

- Fast way to get a Focused Build system including the needed processes within SAP Solution Manager 7.2 based on standard functionality
- Guidance and Usage of the full Focused Build processes by SAP
- Deep knowledge transfer for all parties due to “Enablement Sessions”

Key facts

pre configured

Fully configured Focused Build scenario

Ready to use

Technically usable with SAP standard templates

Price

- 26,000,- €

Learn more

- Visit us online
- SAP Support Portal
- Focused Solutions

What are the benefits?

- Enabling users to use the Focused Build methodology and become familiar with the toolset
- Configuration, documentation and safeguarding the usage of Focused Build
- SAP standard templates for project structure and documents

Why SAP Consulting?

SAP’s product and solution experts bring you all the knowledge and experience about tools and processes. SAP knows SAP software best.